CHAMBERLAIN HAS PLURALITY OF OVER 1000

Democrat Defeats Cake for U.S. Senator in State

CARRIES FOURTEEN COUNTIES

Legislature Has 62 Statement No. Members

RESULT NO LONGER IN DOUBT

Hawley for Congress Has 15,000 Popularity

ELLIS ALSO DOES WELL

Albion, Pop. Wise For R. R. Committee — Do Campbell — Bob, Judge — Ray Commissary

Governor Chamberlain, Democrat, has named the names of Oregon for United States Senator from 1879, M. Cake, against the contesting of

CHAMBERLAIN HAS 800 IN MULTINOMAH

Democratic Maintains Lead in the County

COUNT ALMOST COMPLETE

Prohibition Carries Four Precincts.

Cameron Wins by 2500

Sheriff Stevens Defeats Word by Heavy Majority.

EQUAL SUFFRAGE IS LOST

University of Oregon Appropriates Carberry County by About 18,000. Small Vote for Very Small Majority.
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